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Abstract. Internal protein dynamics is essential for
biological function. During evolution, protein diver-
gence is functionally constrained: properties more
relevant for function vary more slowly than less
important properties. Thus, if protein dynamics is
relevant for function, it should be evolutionary con-
served. In contrast with the well-studied evolution of
protein structure, the evolutionary divergence of
protein dynamics has not been addressed systemati-
cally before, apart from a few case studies. X-Ray
diffraction analysis gives information not only on
protein structure but also on B-factors, which char-
acterize the flexibility that results from protein
dynamics. Here we study the evolutionary divergence
of protein backbone dynamics by comparing the Ca

flexibility (B-factor) profiles for a large dataset of
homologous proteins classified into families and
superfamilies. We show that Ca flexibility profiles
diverge slowly, so that they are conserved at family
and superfamily levels, even for pairs of proteins with
nonsignificant sequence similarity. We also analyze
and discuss the correlations among the divergences of
flexibility, sequence, and structure.
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Introduction

Evolutionary divergence is functionally constrained,
so that properties more relevant for function diverge
more slowly (Kimura 1983). Such functional
constraints would explain the evolutionary conser-
vation of protein structure, reported almost 20 years
ago in the pioneering work of Chothia and Lesk
(1986) and confirmed by several other studies
(Chothia and Gerstein 1997; Russell et al. 1997; Rost
1997; Wood and Pearson 1999). This work has had
an enormous impact on structural biology, being the
basis of diverse active research areas such as thread-
ing, homology modeling, and structural classifica-
tions of proteins. Moreover, structure conservation
constrains sequence divergence in predictable ways,
which is the basis of recent successful structure-based
models of protein evolution, which account for ob-
served amino acid substitution patterns using simple
models of structurally constrained protein evolution
(see Porto et al. [2005] and Parisi and Echave [2005]
and references therein).

Not only the static native structure, but also the
internal dynamics is essential for the biological
function of proteins (Daniel et al. 2003). A well-
known example is myoglobin (Frauenfelder et al.
2003), for which already the first X-ray studies dem-
onstrated that there is no obvious pathway for O2 to
enter Mb (Perutz and Mathews 1966): motions are
necessary to open entry and exit channels (Case and
Karplus 1979). The relationship between protein
function and dynamics makes it relevant to study
whether dynamics is evolutionary conserved. In
contrast with the many systematic studies on the
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evolution of protein structures on large databases of
homologous proteins (Chothia and Lesk 1986;
Chothia and Gerstein 1997; Russell et al. 1997; Rost
1997; Wood and Pearson 1999), the evolutionary
divergence of protein dynamics has not been sys-
tematically studied before. The aim of the present
work is to address this issue.

There are novel experimental techniques that can
be used to probe protein dynamics (Schotte et al.
2003; Bourgeois et al. 2003; Lindorff-Larsen et al.
2005). Such techniques have been applied only to a
few cases, which prevents their use for a systematic
study of the evolution of protein dynamics as the one
intended in the present work. However, X-ray dif-
fraction provides not only the mean positions of the
protein�s atoms, but also their Debye Waller factors
(B-factors). For each nonhydrogen atom j, its B-fac-
tor Bj is proportional to the mean square displace-
ment of the atom from its equilibrium position:
Bj ¼ 8p2hx2j i. There are different contributions to
hx2j i: hx2j i ¼ hx2j iTLS þ hx2j iV þ hx2j iCS, where hx2j iTLS
is the ‘‘translation, rotation, screwing’’ contribution,
which may come either from motions of the whole
molecule or from static displacements of the molecule
in the crystal lattice, hx2j iV is essentially caused by
vibrations faster than 0.1 ps, and hx2j iCS is due to
different conformational substates (Parak 2003). The
relative hx2j i values are mainly determined by the
intramolecular contributions hx2j iV þ hx2j iCS (Ringe
and Petsko 1985). Therefore, the B-factors are an
important source of information about protein
internal dynamics, providing a map of the flexibility
of the ground-state protein conformation (Sternberg
et al. 1979; Artymiuk et al. 1979; Frauenfelder et al.
1979; Debrunner and Frauenfelder 1982; Ringe and
Petsko 1985). B-Factor flexibility profiles depend on
the equilibrium distribution of protein conformations
and can be considered fingerprints of protein
dynamics. The limitation must be kept in mind,
however, that even though B-factors depend on
intramolecular dynamics, they do not characterize it
fully, because they contain no time-scale information.

Here we report a descriptive statistical analysis of
the evolutionary divergence of backbone flexibility
profiles on a dataset of protein ‘‘ranges’’ classified
into families and superfamilies. As explained below, a
‘‘range’’ is not necessarily the whole protein but that
part which is homologous to other ranges of the same
family. Ranges are usually single domains, but
multidomain families are also included in the dataset.
For the sake of clarity, we use ‘‘proteins’’ throughout
this paper, but it must be kept in mind that this
means ranges.

We compared Ca B-factor profiles, which charac-
terize the backbone flexibility that results from pro-
tein dynamics. We found that such flexibility profiles

diverge slowly, being conserved at family and super-
family levels, even for pairs of proteins with nonsig-
nificant sequence similarity. We also performed a
multivariate analysis of the correlations among the
divergences of flexibility, structure, and sequence. We
found small but significant correlations, where the
contributions of sequence similarity (Id%) and
structure similarity (RMSd) to the variation of p+

cannot be disentangled. We discuss the possible ori-
gin of such correlations and the impossibility, at this
stage, of separating physicochemical cause-effect
relationships from correlations due to correlations
arising from covariation of the parameters consid-
ered with divergence time.

Materials and Methods

Dataset of Homologous Pairs

We used the database of structurally aligned homologous proteins

HOMSTRAD (Mizuguchi et al. 1998; Stebbings and Mizuguchi

2004). This database consists of 1032 families. It provides com-

bined protein sequence and structure information extracted from

the Protein Data Bank. It defines a family as a group of proteins

that show clear evidence of common ancestry, as judged by a

combination of automatic methods and eye inspection. Rather

than full proteins, entries are ‘‘ranges.’’ A range is a region of the

PDB file that belongs to a family. A range may be composed by

noncontiguous fragments and is composed by one or more do-

mains. Each entry within a family is a representative of a number

of other PDB chains and is selected on the basis of several cri-

teria, primarily the resolution of the structure. To avoid problems

related to redundancy, representatives are chosen so that no two

HOMSTRAD entries within a family have an identity higher than

90%.

We grouped HOMSTRAD families into superfamilies using the

CAMPASS database of superfamilies (Sowdhamini et al. 1998). If

any member of a HOMSTRAD family belonged to a given

CAMPASS superfamily, we assigned that CAMPASS superfamily

code to all other members of the family. Those families which had

no member in CAMPASS could not be assigned to a superfamily

and were not used. In this way, we obtained 2834 proteins (ranges)

grouped into 866 HOMSTRAD families and into 585 CAMPASS

superfamilies.

From the previous dataset, we removed (i) proteins determined

by NMR, (ii) proteins whose pdb files had no information on

B-factors, and (iii) proteins whose B-factor profiles were too

smooth for a significant evaluation of the flexibility similarity

measure (see below). Then all pairs of proteins (ranges) with the

same superfamily codes were structurally aligned. And those pro-

tein pairs which could not be structurally aligned (e.g., because they

were too different or because there were missing coordinates in the

pdb files) were removed from the dataset.

We were left with a total of 2087 proteins with assigned family

and superfamily memberships, aligned into 11,580 protein pairs,

classified into 624 families (sets of pairs of proteins of the same

family) and 160 superfamilies. Note that here we define a super-

family of pairs as a set of protein pairs that belong to the same

superfamily but to different families. In this way any given pair is

classified into either a family or a superfamily. Supplementary

Tables 1 and 2 include, respectively, the list of families and

superfamilies and the number of protein pairs for each case.
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Dataset of Nonhomologous Pairs

For statistical assessments, we obtained a reference dataset of

13934 structurally aligned pairs of nonhomologous proteins. Each

pair in the dataset was obtained by randomly picking 2 proteins

from the set of 2087 proteins described previously and keeping it

only if the proteins belonged to different superfamilies (and thus

families) and could be structurally aligned by the alignment

program.

Structural Alignment

Pair structural alignments were obtained using the program

MAMMOTH (Ortiz et al. 2002). For proteins that have in their

pdb files more than one conformation, the first conformation was

used. To quantify structure dissimilarity, we calculated the root

mean square deviation (RMSd) between matched Ca.

Sequence Similarity

To quantify sequence similarity, we calculated the percentage

identity (Id%) between aligned residues (not considering gaps).

Usually, the statistical significance of Id% is calculated taking as a

reference the distribution corresponding to the sequence alignment

of random pairs of proteins. This is not appropriate in the present

case, because our Id% values correspond to structurally aligned,

rather than sequence aligned, proteins. Thus, an appropriate ref-

erence is the distribution of Id% obtained from the dataset of

nonhomologous structurally aligned pairs described previously.

This distribution has an average of 6.7 and a 99th percentile of

13.7.

Flexibility Similarity

As is usually done, the flexibility of the protein backbone was

characterized by the profile of B-factors of a carbons included

together with the structure in the PDB files. This is very similar to a

profile obtained by averaging the B-factors over the backbone

atoms (Smith et al. 2003). A full comparison of the side chains is

impossible since we are comparing proteins with different

sequences, which prevents the superposition of most side-chain

atoms. However, side-chain degrees of freedom are controlled by

the Ca positions (Micheletti et al. 2004).

To measure the similarity between the flexibility profiles of two

aligned proteins, we calculated the Spearman rank-order correla-

tion coefficient qB between the corresponding Ca B-factor profiles

(Halle 2002). Since qB depends on ranks, it is determined by the

relative hx2j i values, which depend mainly on the protein�s internal
dynamics (Ringe and Petsko 1985). The range of flexibility simi-

larity is )1 £ qB £ 1, where perfectly correlated profiles would

give qB = 1 and uncorrelated profiles qB � 0. Since B-factors are

correlated along the sequence (autocorrelation), the effective sam-

ple size in a statistical assessment of qB is smaller than the actual

number of sites compared (Bayley and Hammersley 1946). As a

result, two profiles cannot be meaningfully compared if the corre-

lation length is larger than the alignment length. For this reason,

such cases were removed from the dataset (see above).

Other authors have preferred the Spearman nonparametric

rank correlation rather than the Pearson linear correlation coeffi-

cient to quantify the similarity between B-factor profiles (Halle

2002; Micheletti et al. 2004). The main reason is that the usual

statistical assessment of the Pearson correlation is based on the

assumption that the data are normally distributed, whereas

the Spearman correlation does not depend on the distribution of

B-factors, which is known to be a complex multicomponent dis-

tribution (Wampler 1997). Moreover, the rank-order correlation

usually provides a more stringent and robust measure than the

linear correlation (Micheletti et al. 2004). However, information is

lost when data are transformed into ranks and, also, the evolu-

tionary divergence of a similarity measure based on ranks might be

less well behaved than a measure based on the actual values.

Therefore, we also calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient rB
to measure the similarity of Ca flexibility profiles.

B-Factors are expected to depend on crystal packing. It has

been shown that the correlation between B-factors predicted by

simple models correlate better with experimental ones when res-

idues involved in crystal contacts are eliminated from the cal-

culation of correlation coefficients (Kundu et al. 2002). Thus, we

also calculated qB and rB after removing sites whose Ca was

closer than 7 å from any Ca of a neighbor molecule in the

crystal.

Conservation of Flexibility in Sets of Proteins

We calculated the distribution of qB values for the dataset of

nonhomologous proteins. Let q0B be the median of this distribution.

Then for a set of protein pairs (e.g., a family or superfamily) a

measure of conservation of flexibility profiles is the fraction of pairs

with qB > q0B, which we denote p+, and is an estimator of

P qB > q0B
� �

in the set considered. For a set of nonhomologous

proteins, by construction we expect p+ = 0.5. Thus, if for a given

set of protein pairs p+ > 0.5, we can say that flexibility profiles are

conserved. To assess whether p+ > 0.5 and its statistical signifi-

cance, we used the binomial test. Also, we followed (Vollset 1993)

to calculate the binomial confidence intervals. The limits pþ� of the

confidence interval of level a are the solutions of the quadratic

equation
pþ�pþ�ð Þ2
pþ� 1�pþ�ð Þ ¼ z2a=2, where za=2 is the a/2-level normal deviate.

It has been shown that this interval works better in almost all

circumstances than exact intervals, even for the smallest sample

sizes (Agresti and Coul 1998).

The analysis described in the previous paragraph was repeated

using the Pearson correlation coefficient rB to quantify the simi-

larity of Ca flexibility profiles.

Correlation Analysis

To analyse the correlation among qB (flexibility similarity), Id%

(sequence similarity), and RMSd (structure dissimilarity), we cal-

culated correlation coefficients rx;y ¼\xy[�\x[\y[ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rxry

p and part corre-

lation coefficients rx;yðzÞ ¼ rxy�rxzryzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�r2yz

p . Using these, we separated the

variance of qB into four contributions (Cohen and Cohen 1983): (i)

variance accounted inseparably by Id% and RMSd, (ii) indepen-

dent contribution of Id%, (iii) independent contribution of RMSd,

and (iv) fraction of the variance unaccounted by either RMSd or

Id%. We also performed this correlation analysis using the Pearson

correlation coefficient rB instead of qB.

Results and Discussion

We compared the backbone flexibility, as character-
ized by the Ca B-factor profiles, of a dataset of 2087
proteins classified into homologous families and
superfamilies. All pairs of proteins with the same
superfamily codes were structurally aligned, leading
to 11,580 pair alignments. For each pair alignment
we calculated (i) the root mean-square deviation
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between aligned Ca, RMSd (structure dissimilarity),
(ii) the percentage identical residues, Id% (sequence
similarity), and (iii) the Spearman rank-order
correlation coefficient between the profile of Ca B-
factors, qB (backbone flexibility similarity). We di-
vided the 11,580 pairs into two sets according to
whether the two proteins of a pair belong to the same
family (5362 pairs) or to the same superfamily but
different families (6218 pairs).

Distributions of qB: Homologous vs. Nonhomologous
Protein Pairs

In Fig. 1 we compare the qB distributions obtained for
families, superfamilies, and nonhomologous structur-
ally aligned pairs of proteins. The means (standard
deviations of the means) of the reference distributions
displayed in the figure are as follows: nonhomologous
pairs, 0.051 (0.002); superfamily pairs, 0.204 (0.003);
and family pairs, 0.390 (0.003). A t-test shows
that hqBinon�homologous\hqBisuperfamily\hqBifamily

with

P<<10)2. Thus, there is significant flexibility con-

servation in families and superfamilies with respect to
the reference dataset of pairs of nonhomologous pairs,
and moreover, there is less conservation for homolo-
gous pairs of different families (same superfamily) than
for the same family, which shows that flexibility
diverges.

It is interesting to note that even though
hqBinon�homologous ¼ 0:051 is small, hqBinon�homologous[0
with significance p < 10)2. Thus, the (Spearman)
correlation coefficient between the Ca B-factor pro-
files of the structural alignment of two nonhomolo-
gous proteins is expected to be small but positive, in
contrast with what is expected from uncorrelated
data. This is due to the fact that the structurally

aligned sites tend to be structurally similar and that
local structure correlates with backbone flexibility
(Halle 2002).

Flexibility Conservation at the Family and Superfamily
Levels

The conservation of any group of protein pairs can
be characterized by p+, the fraction of pairs with
qB[q0B, where q

0
B is the median of the distribution of

qB of nonhomologous pairs. If flexibility profiles are
conserved within a group, p+ > 0.5, which can be
assessed using a binomial test. The median of the
reference dataset is q0B ¼ 0:052, very close to its
mean, since the distribution is nearly symmetric (see
Fig. 1).

In Table 1, we show the values of p+ for different
groupings of the protein pairs studied, together with
the corresponding 99% binomial confidence intervals.
In the first row in Table 1 we find that for the whole
dataset of homologous proteins (families + super-
families), pþhomologous ¼ 0:82: 82% of all the pairs of
homologous proteins have qB larger than the median
of the reference distribution. A binomial test shows
that pþhomologous > 0:5 with significance P<<10)2,
which means that protein flexibility profiles of
homologous proteins are significantly conserved.
Rows 2 and 3 in Table 1 show that pþfamily ¼ 0:92 and
pþsuperfamily ¼ 0:74. A binomial test shows that
pþfamily[pþsuperfamily[0:5 with significance P<<10)2.
Therefore, in agreement with the analysis based on

Fig. 1. Distributions of backbone flexibility similarity qB. The
three histograms show the frequency distributions of qB for family
pairs, superfamily pairs, and a reference set of nonhomologous
pairs. There is significant conservation at the family and super-
family levels. Flexibility is more conserved in families than in
superfamilies.

Table 1. Conservation of protein flexibility profiles

Seta Npairs
b p+c ðpþa ; pþb Þ

d

All homologous

protein pairs

11,580 0.82 (0.81, 0.83)

Same family 5,362 0.92 (0.91, 0.93)

Same superfamily,

different families

6,218 0.74 (0.72, 0.75)

Immunoglobulin superfamily 1,586 0.69 (0.66, 0.72)

Immunoglobulin/V set/

heavy-chain family

190 0.98 (0.93, 0.99)

Immunoglobulin/V set/

light-chain family

253 0.94 (0.89, 0.97)

Globin-like superfamily 468 0.67 (0.62, 0.73)

Globin family 741 0.83 (0.80, 0.87)

Phycocyanin family 66 0.76 (0.60, 0.87)

Similar sequences

(Id% > 13.7)

6,249 0.92 (0.91, 0.93)

Nonsimilar sequences

(Id% < 13.7)

5,331 0.71 (0.69, 0.72)

a Set of protein pairs.
b Total number of protein pairs in the set.
c Fraction of pairs with qB > 0.052 (the median of the distribution

of qB for nonhomologous protein pairs).
d Ninety-nine percent binomial confidence interval.
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the means of the qB distributions, Ca flexibility pro-
files diverge, but depite this divergence, there is a
remarkable conservation at both the family and the
superfamily levels.

Flexibility Conservation in Individual Families and
Superfamilies

To see whether flexibility profiles are conserved in
all families and superfamilies or only in some of
them, we divided the dataset into 624 families (pairs
of proteins of the same family) and 160 superfami-
lies (pairs of the same superfamily but different
families) and we calculated p+ for each set. Some
examples are shown in Table 1, and results for all
families and superfamilies are listed in Supplemen-
tary Tables 1 and 2. The 99% binomial confidence
intervals of p+ are also reported in these tables.
From Table 1 we see, for example, that qB[q0B for
69% of protein pairs in the Immunoglobulins
superfamily, in 98% of pairs in the Immunoglobulin/
V set/heavy-chain family, and in 94% of pairs in the
Immunoglobulin/V set/light-chain family, the three
values significantly larger than 50% with P<<10)2

(binomial test).
When all families and superfamilies are consid-

ered, the fact that the number of protein pairs
available for each case varies has to be taken into
account, since the binomial confidence interval of p+

for a given group depends on its size. In Fig. 2, we
show the frequency distributions of the number of
protein pairs in families and superfamilies. It can be
seen that there are many families with a few pairs and
a few families with many pairs. When all pairs are
grouped together into ‘‘family’’ and ‘‘superfamily’’
sets, as in the previous analysis, the concern remains
whether the most populated families may be skewing
the analysis. Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 show that
the p+ confidence intervals for the families with small
numbers of pairs are too wide for a significant
assessment of whether p+ > 0.5. Thus, for example,
for families which include only one pair of proteins,
p+ is either 0 or 1, and in either case the 99% confi-
dence interval includes p+ = 0.5, so that the null
hypothesis of no conservation cannot be discarded at
P £ 10)2 levels. However, it is also true that most of
the families with one member pair have p+ = 1 ra-
ther than 0. A more complete picture can be obtained
from Fig. 3, where we show the frequency distribu-
tion of p+ for families and superfamilies together
with the fraction of families and superfamilies with
p+ larger than any given cutoff. From this figure we
see clearly that most families (95%) and superfamilies
(81%) have p+ > 0.5, which confirms the previous
findings: backbone flexibility diverges slowly, so that
it is conserved at the family and superfamily levels.

Flexibility Conservation Beyond Sequence Divergence

It is well known that structure is conserved even
between homologous proteins whose sequences have
diverged beyond detection of similarity (Id%
undistinguishable from those of random sequences)
(Chothia and Lesk 1986; Rost 1997). Here we inves-
tigate whether this is also the case for protein flexi-
bility. To address this issue, we first analysed the
distribution of Id% for the set of nonhomologous
protein pairs. This distribution has a mean of 6.7%
and a 99th percentile of 13.7%. Then we divided the
whole set of homologous protein pairs into two
subsets, pairs with Id% > 13.7 (similar sequences)

Fig. 2. Distribution of the size of families and superfamilies. This
figure shows the number of families and superfamilies as a function
of their size (number of pairs). Note that there are in general many
families with a few pairs and a few families with many pairs.

Fig. 3. Conservation of backbone flexibility profiles in families
and superfamilies. The histograms show the frequency distributions
of the degree of conservation p+ in families and superfamilies. For
each p+ range we show the normalized number of families (protein
pairs which belong to the same family) and superfamilies (protein
pairs which belong to the same superfamily but different families)
with p+ values within the range. The figure also shows (thin lines)
the total proportion of families and superfamilies with p+ values
larger than the lower limit of the histogram ranges. All families and
superfamilies are included.
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and pairs with Id% < 13.7 (nonsimilar sequences).
We found pþsimilar ¼ 0:92 and pþnonsimilar ¼ 0:71
(Table 1, last two rows). A binomial test shows that
pþsimilar > pþnonsimilar > 0:5 with P<<10)2, showing
that flexibility profiles diverge, but are significantly
conserved in both sets. The fact that
pþnonsimilar ¼ 0:71 > 0:5 means that flexibility profiles
are conserved even for protein pairs with sequence
identities undistinguishable from those of nonho-
mologous proteins.

Flexibility Conservation in Relation to Structure and
Sequence

Having established the conservation of Ca flexibility
profiles, we consider the relationship among the diver-
gences of flexibility, sequence, and structure. In Fig. 2
we plot qB vs. Id%, qB vs. RMSd, and RMSd vs. Id%.
ThePearson correlation coefficients are rpB;Id% ¼ 0:436,
rpB;RMSd ¼ �0:415, and rId%;RMSd ¼ �0:872, all signifi-
cant at the P<<10)2 level. In an attempt to separate
the independent contributions of Id% and RMSd to
the variation of qB, we performed a multivariate
correlation analysis. We found that 16.7% of the
variance of qB is explained inseparably by Id% and
RMSd, the independent contribution of Id% is 2.3%,
the independent contribution of RMSd is 0.5%, and
the remaining 80.5% cannot be accounted for by Id%
and RMSd.

It is well known that similarity measures, such as
Id% or RMSd, obtained after aligning proteins may
depend on alignment length (Maiorov and Crippen
1995). Thus, the correlations found before might be,
at least partially, the result of a hidden correlation of
the three variables with alignment length. In order to
eliminate this effect, we calculated the Pearson cor-
relation coefficients of each of these variables with the
number of aligned sites. We found r2 values of 0.004,
2 · 10)6, and 0.03 for Id%, RMSd, and qB, respec-
tively. We then used these values to calculate partial
correlations between these variables in which the
effect of variation of alignment length was eliminated.
These partial correlations have identical values as the
correlations reported in the previous paragraph:
alignment length does not affect the present analysis.

Methods to predict protein backbone flexibility
profiles using either sequences or structures have
been developed. Different prediction methods differ
slightly but typically the correlation coefficients be-
tween predicted and experimental B-factors is about
0.5 for both sequence-based (Yuan et al. 2005) and
structure-based methods (Bahar et al. 1997; Halle
2002; Micheletti et al. 2004). Thus, either sequence-
based or structure-based methods account for �25%
of the variability of B-factors, which is consistent
with our findings. We found that even though there

are small independent contributions of sequence
(Id%) and structure (RMSd) to the variability of qB
(flexibility), most of the explainable variation is
accounted for inseparably by Id% and RMSd and
cannot be disentangled. Unfortunately, we could
find no previous work that considers the contribu-
tions of both sequence and structure to B-factors.
Further work would be needed to clarify this
relationship.

It has been reported that proteins with similar
architectures exhibit similar large-scale dynamics
(Keskin et al. 2000). Since such slowest large-scale
motions determine the backbone flexibility profiles, it
is to be expected that proteins with similar structures
have similar Ca flexibility profiles. This raises the
question whether the observed conservation of
backbone flexibility is not just a trivial consequence
of structural similarity. A detailed understanding of
the relationship between structural similarity and
flexibility similarity requires further investigation that
goes beyond the scope of the present article.
However, we should note that even if structural
topology is determined completely from a physico-
chemical point of view and backbone flexibility,
which is not the case (as said before, these prediction
methods explain typically �25% of the variance of B-
factors), from an evolutionary point of view, con-
servation will be determined by natural selection
against variations of those aspects of protein physical
chemistry most important for function. Thus, it
might well be the case that in some cases natural
selection acts directly against variations in protein
flexibility, which, in turn, would select structures in
such a way that flexibility is conserved. Of course, this
is speculative at this point, and further work will be
required to clarify this issue.

Finally, we would like to comment that regarding
the significance of the correlations found in the type
of analysis presented here, it is important to keep in
mind that the proteins compared result from evolu-
tionary divergence. Therefore, even if the different
parameters considered, Id%, RMSd, and qB, diverged
independently, all would be correlated with diver-
gence time and, therefore, correlated among them-
selves. The problem with analyzing possible
correlations due to covariation of the different vari-
ables with divergence time is that this time cannot in
general be independently estimated but, rather, it will
be inferred, e.g., from measures of sequence dissimi-
larity. However, despite the difficulty in analyzing
this effect, it is important to take into account that
the possibility of such an effect implies that a signif-
icant correlation does not necessarily imply physico-
chemical cause-effect relationships. To the best of our
knowledge, this issue has not been taken explicitly
into account or even commented on in the extended
literature on the relationship between sequence simi-
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larity and structure similarity. On the contrary, we
think most such work is pervaded by the underlying
assumption that the correlations found are signals of
the degree to which sequence physically determines
structure.

Effects of Intermolecule Contacts in Crystals and
Multimeric Proteins

Protein motions in the crystal are not necessarily the
same as motion in solution. Thus, backbone flexibil-
ity profiles might be affected by contacts in the
crystal. It has been shown that removing sites in-
volved in crystal contacts may improve (slightly) the
agreement between B-factor profiles predicted using
simple structure-based methods and experimental
profiles (Kundu et al. 2002). To investigate this issue,
we repeated our analysis using measures of similarity
of Ca flexibility profiles qB calculated after removing
those sites involved in crystal contacts. Results (not
shown) are almost identical to those obtained without
removing these sites, reported above.

Another issue that deserves attention is the effect of
intermolecule contacts, such as the intermonomer
contacts in multimeric proteins, on B-factor profiles.
To investigate this, we first classified the whole set of
11,580 homologous proteins into two sets, one set of
4458 pairs with the same quaternary structure (same
number of monomers in both proteins of the pair) and
another set of 7122 pairs with different quaternary
structures (different number of monomers). We ob-
tained pþall pairs ¼ 0:82, pþsame quaternary structure ¼ 0:88,
and pþdifferent quaternary structure ¼ 0:79. Therefore, it seems
that proteins with the same quaternary structure tend
to have more similar Ca B-factor profiles than proteins
with different quaternary structures, which would make
filtering the database using the ‘‘same quaternary
structure’’ criterion worthwhile. However, protein pairs
with different quaternary structures tend to be more
diverged than those with similar structures, as can be
seen by calculating the average Id% for these three sets:
hId%iall pairs ¼ 22:9, hId%isame quaternary structure ¼ 28:5,
and hId%idifferent quaternary structure ¼ 19:4. Since qB de-
creaseswith Id% (Fig. 4),p+is expected todecreasewith
<Id%>. To take this into account, we divided each of
the three previous datasets (all homologous pairs, pairs
with same quaternary structure, and pairs with differ-
ent quaternary structures) into 10 Id% equal bins and
calculated p+ for each case. Plots of p+ vs. hId%i for
the three datasets (all, same quaternary structure, dif-
ferent quaternary structure) are almost identical (not
shown). Thus, the increase in p+ for the dataset of pairs
with the same quaternary structures is just a result of
this dataset being less diverged than that of proteins
with different quaternary structures. This is consistent
with the observation that Ca B-factor profiles result

from large-scale slow motions that are not sensitive to
quaternary structure (Maguid et al. 2006) andmakes it
unnecessary to take quaternary structure into account
in a coarse-grained analysis such as the one presented
here. Of course, quaternary structure and other
interprotein contacts and their effects on Ca flexibility
should be considered in more detailed case studies.

Fig. 4. Relationship among conservations of flexibility, sequence,
and structure. A Flexibility similarity (qB) vs. sequence similarity
(Id%). B Flexibility similarity (qB) vs. structure dissimilarity
(RMSd). C Structure dissimilarity (RMSd) vs. sequence similarity
(Id%). Linear regression lines are included and linear correlation
coefficients are shown in the top right corners.
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Unaccounted Variance of Backbone Flexibility
Similarity

The unaccounted 80.5% of qB�s variance reflects the
rather large dispersion of qB found even for constant
values of either Id%orRMSd, which contrasts with the
slow decrease in qB with time (Fig. 4, top and middle).
This dispersion is due to the sensitivity of B-factor
profiles to experimental conditions. To verify this, we
calculated qB for 1035 pairs of 46 structures of wild-
type sperm whale myoglobin from the SCOP database
(Hubbard et al. 1997). These have been determined
under different experimental conditions such as tem-
perature, pH, and ligand binding. We found a broad
distribution with hqBi ¼ 0:58 and rqB ¼ 0:27, which is
similar to the dispersion calculated over the whole
dataset of 11,580 protein pairs, rqB ¼ 0:26. The high
dispersion of qB explains why the correlations between
qB and RMSd and between qB and Id% are lower than
the correlation between RMSd and Id%.

As explained, to avoid redundancy, the
HOMSTRAD database includes proteins that rep-
resent other similar proteins, so that no two members
of a HOMSTRAD family have Id%>90%. The rep-
resentative included in the database is selected on the
basis of several criteria, primarily the resolution of
the structure. However, resolution varies between
different members of the HOMSTRAD database,
which could be one of the reasons behind the large
observed unaccounted variation of qB. We investi-
gated the possibility of reducing such variation by
filtering our data using resolution of the structures
and R-factors. We applied cutoffs to both resolution
and R-factors of the proteins included in the analysis
to obtain filtered databases and repeated the analysis
presented before. We found no difference from the
results obtained including all proteins.

Experimental conditions such as pH, ligand bind-
ing, temperature, and resolution vary between dif-
ferent proteins of the database, which could result in
the large observed unaccounted variation of qB. It is
difficult to imagine how these effects could be ac-
counted for in comparisons of different (though
homologous) proteins, since these may be different in
their ligand-binding properties, optimum pH and
temperatures, etc. However, it is significant that
despite the large dispersion of qB, there is significant
conservation of Ca flexibility profiles, as shown be-
fore, which makes our conclusions valid. Of course, it
will be interesting to perform more controlled com-
parisons when more data become available.

Different Measures of Backbone Flexibility Similarity

As explained under Materials and Methods, the
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient is usually

preferred to the Pearson correlation coefficient due to
its independence on the distribution of B-factors,
which is known not to be normal. However, because
of its dependence on ranks rather than values, it is
possible that the evolutionary divergence of qB is not
as well behaved as the value-based Pearson correla-
tion rB. Besides, a value-based correlation may be
sensitive to variations in the Ca flexibility profile that
do not affect a rank-based statistic. To investigate
this issue, we repeated the whole analysis using rB.
Results are presented as supplementary material.

Supplementary Fig. 1 (analogous to Fig. 1) shows
the distributions of rB for families, superfamilies and
nonhomologous protein pairs. The corresponding
mean values (standard deviation of the means) are
<rB> = 0.054 (0.002), 0.192 (0.003), and 0.376
(0.224) for, respectively, nonhomologous pairs,
superfamily pairs, and family pairs. These results are
very close to those obtained using qB and confirm
that backbone flexibility is conserved at the family
and superfamily levels, while it does diverge (more
conserved for families than superfamilies).

Supplementary Fig. 2 (analogous to Fig. 3) shows
the distribution of p+, the proportion for sets (fam-
ilies or superfamilies) of protein pairs with rB
larger than the median of the rB distribution of
nonhomologous pairs. As can be seen from this fig-
ure, we found that 94% of families and 78% of su-
perfamilies have p+ > 0.5, values that are very close
to those obtained previously using the analysis based
on qB.

Finally, in Supplementary Fig. 3 we present plots
(analogous to Fig. 4) in which we analyze the corre-
lation among rB, Id%, and RMSd. These plots are
very similar to those shown in Fig. 4. The correla-
tions of rB with Id% and RMSd are 0.399 and –0.379,
slightly lower than the values found for the correla-
tions of qB. The multivariate correlation analysis
produces results similar to those presented before:
1.9% of the variance of rB is accounted for indepen-
dently by Id%, 0.4% by RMSd, and 14% inseparably
by Id% and RMSd.

To summarize, using either the value-based
Pearson correlation coefficient rB or the rank-based
Spearman coefficient qB as a measures of similarity of
Ca flexibility profiles produces similar results, sup-
porting the conclusions of this work.

Conclusion

We have performed a descriptive statistical analysis
of the conservation of backbone flexibility, as char-
acterized by the Ca B-factor, in a large dataset of pair
alignments of homologous protein pairs classified
into families and superfamilies. A dataset of pair
alignments of nonhomologous protein pairs was used
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as reference. Proteins were structurally aligned, and
for each alignment we calculated sequence similarity
(Id%), structural dissimilarity (RMSd), and two
measures of backbone flexibility similarity: the
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient between
the aligned B-factor profiles, qB, and the Pearson
linear correlation coefficient rB. The correlation
among sequence, structure, and flexibility measures
of divergence was also analyzed. We found that
backbone flexibility is significantly conserved both at
family and superfamily levels, with more conserva-
tion at the family than the superfamily level. More-
over, we found a correlation among flexibility,
sequence, and structure.

The present work has gone beyond the comparison
of native structures, by comparing backbone flexi-
bility profiles. These contain information on the
equilibrium distribution of protein conformations.
Thus, the present results imply the conservation not
only of the average structure but also of the disper-
sion of the equilibrium distribution around the
average structure. As discussed in the Introduction,
such distribution is determined by the intramolecular
dynamics of the protein. Thus, the observed conser-
vation of flexibility profiles provides indirect evidence
of the conservation of protein dynamics. However,
the backbone flexibility profile contains no informa-
tion on the time scales of the involved motions.
Besides, backbone flexibility is related not only to
dynamics but also to other aspects such as protein
stability and ligand-induced motions, which could
also be subject to natural selection. Therefore, more
research will be needed to fully understand the evo-
lutionary variation of protein flexibility and its
implications.
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